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“To tap the imagination of the world and 
contribute innovative, safer, and 
affordable space systems and operations 
through imagination, exploration,  
engineering, teamwork, and leadership.“
“Facilitate all of our hard work to life on 
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Safety
I've been saving lives for over a decade.  I worked in a medical lab, on an 
ambulance, and in the emergency room where I was exposed to how 
fragile and resilient life is. My duties required  attention to detail of 
composure, aptitude, and stress management to perform on a dime for 
any given moment. My experiences has reinforced the importance of 
safety in every aspect of my daily life…
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Independent & Undergraduate Work
Aerospike Nozzle
“Experimental and Theoretical Investigation of Aerospike 






NASA Revolutionary Aerospace Systems Concepts Academic 







Advanced Research Concept 




• Mfg. & Tooling











Test Site Design, Integration, & testing
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Photo Courtesy: Spacedev and Sierra Nevada Corporation Archived Media Articles Released
REF: http://mediakit.sncorp.com/mediastore/slideshows/rotation_6.jpg
Flight Ops & Space Exploration
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• Astronaut Instructor
• Flight Controller in Training
• Diver
• Human Test Subject
REF: https://twitter.com/Astro_Sabot/status/639143119381004288













What People think it looks like
SUCCESS
What it really looks like
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Failure & Success
• It’s okay to FAIL…
– As long as you #NeverGiveUp !!!
• Failure are experiences… LESSONS LEARNED
• Eventually… You become a:
SUBJECT MATTER EXPERT (SME)






– A person competent in 




– A person who concentrates 
primarily on a particular 
subject or activity; a person 




– LV Systems Engineer




– Rocket Turbine Engineer
• Pro’s & Con’s?
• Ideal specialist?
– Generalizing-Specialist
Jack of All Trades…
• Jack of All Trades
• Jack of All Trades, Master of None…
• Jack of All Trades, Master of One…
• Jack of All Trades, Master of Some…
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Example SLS
• List at least 4 examples or elements that function 
together to produce the capability to meet a need?
• Example: Space Launch System
– Propulsion Subsystem
– Navigation, Guidance, and Control Subsystem
– Communication and Data Handling
– Electrical Power
– Structure and Mechanisms
– Staging







Multiple Points of View
• Appreciate & understand Multiple Points of View
– Customer
– Manager & Administration








• Give 2 examples on how one can diversify their 
engineering career portfolio/paths?
– Take on new challenges/opportunities at your current 
employment
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Rocket for Our Son
Engineering for Fun
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Team Player, Adventurer, & Explorer




• SAFETY, TEAMWORK, & LEADERSHIP
• Networking in ALL environments
• FAILURE + #NeverGiveUp = Success & SME
• Defining a generalist & specialist in engineering
• Jack of All Trades Master of Some (Many)
• Appreciate/Understand Multiple Points of View
• Elements (opportunities) of a Space System








NASA – Suit Up
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“For once you have tasted flight you will walk the earth with 
your eyes turned skywards, for there you have been and there 
you will long to return.”
- Leonardo da Vinci 26
